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SUMMARY 

Equations are presented for the stick force per g 
in maneuvers obtained with a geared spring tab. A geared 
spring tab, as defined herein, differs from an ordinary 
spring tab in that, when the elevator is moved with the 
stick free at zero airs peed, the tab moves with respect 
to the elevator in the same manner as a conventional 
geared, or balancing, tab. 

The geared spring tab is shown to present the theo-
retical possibility of obtaining a value of force per g 
independent of speed regardless of the spring stiffness. 
If the geared spring tab is used in conjunction with an 
elevator that has zero variation of hinge moment with 
angle of attack, the force per g may be made independent 
of speed at any center-of-gravity location. A suitably 
designed geared spring tab will provide adequate ground 
control, small sensitivity of the control forces to slight 
changes in the elevator hinge-moment parameters, and sub-
stantially no variation of stick force per g with speed. 
The geared spring tab is shown to be most suitable for 
application to large airplanes. 

INTRODUCTION 

An analysis of the elevator control forces obtained 
with spring tabs was presented in reference 1. Two types 
of spring tab were discussed	 the ordinary, or ungeared, 
spring tab (fig. 1) and the geared spring tab (fig. 2). 
The geared spring tab differs from the ordinary spring 
tab in that when the elevator is moved with the stick 
free at zero airspeed, the tab moves with respect to the 
elevator in the same manner as a conventional geared, or 
balancing, tab. Although the calculations and discussion 
of reference 1 were concerned mainly with ordinary spring 
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tabs, the advantages of geared spring tabs were pointed 
out. The geared spring tab presents the theoretical 
possibility of obtaining a value of force per g in maneu-
vers that does not vary with speed even though a stiff 
spring is used to provide adequate ground control. The 
present report biefly outlines the theory of the geared 
spring tab, gives formulas for use in design, and indicates 
more completely the practical possibilities and limitations 
of the device.

DISCUSSION 

Difficulties have been experienced with conventional 
types of elevator balance on large airplanes, because the 
elevator must be very closely balanced and because small 
changes in the hinge-moment pararieters cause large changes 
in the control forces. The possibility of using a servo-
tab to avoid these difficulties was explained in reference 1. 
In tests of a control surface equi pped with a servotab, 
which is defind as the system shown in figure 1 with the 
spring oittod, the pilots considered this arrangement 
undesirable because the elevator did not follow smoothly 
movements of the stick when the airplane was on the ground, 
taxying, or making landings and take-offs. A banging 
action of the control was ex perienced because the elevator 
did not move until the tab had hit its stops. A spring 
tab provides a mechanical connection between the stick and 
the elevator that relieves this difficulty. When a spring 
tab is used, the force per g varies with speed. This 
variation may be reduced to an acceptable amount by using 
a tab spring sufficiently flexible to make the control 
behave essentially as a servotab at normal flight speeds.. 
The ground. control provided by this flexible spring might 
be considered acceptable but a stiffer spring would be 
very desirable, especially on large airplanes that have 
elevators with high moments of inertia. 

The equations for the stick forces with a spring tab 
were presented In reference 1. In the appendix of the 
present paper, these equations are extended to allow cal-
culation of the stick forces with a geared spring tab. 
The force per g obtained with an ordinary spring tab has 
been shown to vary with speed. As the speed approaches 
zero the force per g approaches that obtained with the tab 
fixed and, at very high speeds, a p-proaches the value for
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a servotab. With a geared spring tab, as the speed 
approaches zero the force per a is shown to approach that 
of an equivalent balancing tab and, at very high speeds, 
Is shown to approach the value for a servotab. The geared 
spring tab therefore provides a means of reducing the 
force per g at low speeds while leaving the force per g at 
high speeds unchanged. The force per g may theoretically 
be made to remain constant throughout the speed range, no 
matter what spring stiffness is used. This arrangement 
therefore embodies the advantage provided by either the 
conventional balance or the servotab, namely, that the 
stick-force gradient does not vary with s peed. The unde-
sirable sensitivity of the conventional balance to small 
changes in hinge-moment characteristics and the poor 
ground control of the servotab are avoided by the geared 
spring tab. 

In order to compare the merits of conventional types 
of balance, ungeared spring tabs, and geared spring tabs, 
the stick-force characteristics have been computed for an 
airplane of the medium-bomber class (weight, 50,000 lb) 
with the various types of elevator control. The results 
of these calculations are shown in figure 3. The-charac-
teristics of the airplane and of the tab systems that 
were used in the calculations are given in tables I and TI, 
respectively. (All symbols are defined in appendix A.) 
The stick forces of a closely balanced elevator with con- 
vntional balance (as, for example, a balancing tab) are 
shown in figure 3(a). The critical nature of the balance 
is also shown by the large changes in stick-force gradients 
caused by changes in à Ch /e and à Oh /àaT of -0.001 e/	 e/ 
per degree. Variations of this order of magnitude may 
result from slight differences in contours of the elevator, 
within production tolerances, on different airplanes of the 
same t:;pe. The characteristics of' an ungeared spring tab 
are illustrated in figure 3(b). The spring constant has 
been chosen to provide a fair degree of ground control 
without excessive variation of force per g with speed at 
normal flight speeds. The criterion for the choice of this 
s pring stiffness was presented in reference 1. For the 
airplane under consideration, the spring stiffness is such 
as to require a stick force of 100 pounds to deflect the 
tab 1 radian at zero airspeed when the elevator is held 
fixed. 

The characteristics of a geared spring tab that was 
designed to provide the same control-force characteristics
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as the conventional balance are shown in figure 3(c). The 
method of calculating the values of the hinge-moment 
parameters and gear ratio that were used to obtain stick-
force gradients independent of speed is given in appendix B. 
The same characteristics will. he obtained with any spring 
stiffness. 

The exact values of hinge-moment parameters required 
to give the characteristics shown in figure 3(c) will not 
be attained in practice. It is therefore desirable to 
investigate the effects of changing the hinge-moment 
parameters slightly. If the spring in the geared spring 
tab had infinite stiffness, the system would be identical 
with the balancing tab (fig. 3(a)) and the stick forces 
would be equally sensitive to small changes in hinge-
moment parameters. The spring stiffness must therefore 
be limited to a point at which normal changes in 

and àCh/aT do not cause large changes in the stick- 

force characteristics. 

In order to determine the effects of errors in the 
values of àChe/àöe and ÔCIle/àaT when a finite value 

of spring stiffness Is used, the stick forces have been 
computed for a geared spring tab that has the same spring 
stiffness as the ungeared sprIng tab of figure 3(b). The 
effects of changing à ch /à oP and àCh/ôaT by -0.001 

for the g.eared spring tab are Shown in figures 14(a) 
and 14(b), respectively. Some variation of force per g 
with speed is introduced but the variation is considerably 
smaller than that normally encountered with the ungeared 
spr{ng tab (fig. 3(b)). Inasmuch as a greater variation 
of force per g with speed probably can be tolerated, an 
increase in spring stiffness to improve the ground control 
appears desirable. 

The changes in 6' /166e and ,ace/aT cause changes 

in the order of magnitude of the stick for 
some variation in force per g with speed. 
are, however, much smaller than those that 
conventional balance (fig. 3(a)). At high 
they approach the chances that would occur 
were used.

ces as well as 
These changes 
occur with the 
speeds, in fact, 
if a servotab 

The effect of changing the gear ratio of the geared 
spring tab from its ideal value is shown in figure 14(c).
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The effect of changing the gear ratio is nearly equivalent 
to changing the value of óCh/'à öe . An error in providing 

the ideal value of àCh/ôöe on an actual airplane may 
e/ 

therefore be corrected by suitable adjustment of the gear 
ratio. 

The geared spring tab used to obtain the character-
istics shown in figure (c) had values of the hinge-moment 
parameters àCh/àaT and ach/ aT equal to zero. The 

equations given in appendix B show that this condition 
must he satisfied if the stick-force gradient is to be 
independent of speed at any center-of-gravity location. 
The value of 60h e/ /aT, in practice, may be made equal 

to zero by use of elevators with a beveled trailing edge 
or with horn balances. The value of ach . /aT is nor- 

mally very small and may likewise he adjusted by varying 
the trailing-edge angle. If the values of 

and àCh/àaT are not equal to zero, the force per g may 

still he made independent of speed by use of a geared 
spring tab for one particular center-of-gravity location, 
but the force per g will vary somewhat with speed at other 
center-of-gravity locations. 

The effect of an increase in altitude on the stick-
force gradients obtained with a geared spring tab is to 
shift forward the center-of-gravity location for zero 
force per g (the maneuver point) and to leave the slopes 
of the curves of force per g against center-of-gravity 
location unchanged. In this respect, the geared spring 
tab may be shown to follow the same rules as a conventional 
elevator. The stick-force variation with speed in straight 
flight is related to the force per g in maneuvers in the 
same way for a spring-tab elevator as for a conventional 
elevator. 

The application of spring tabs to airplanes of 
various sizes was considered in reference 1. The results 
of this analysis, in general, -nay be applied to the geared 
spring tab. In order to avoid excessive stick-force 
variation with speed with an ordinary spring tab, the 
spring must be sufficiently flexible to make the control 
behave essentially as a servotab in the normal-flight 
speed range. The stick-force gradient obtained with a 
geared spring tab must also equal that of a servotab if
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force variation with s peed is to he avoided. Because the 
stick forces obtained with a servotab result from the 
aerodynamic hinge moments on the tab, some difficulty may 
be encountered in providing sufficiently heavy stick-force 
gradients with normal tab designs on. airplanes much 
smaller thanthe 50,000-pound airplane considered in the 
present report. The calculations of reference 1 indicated 
that sufficiently heavy stick forces may be provided on an 
airplane weighing about 16,000 pounds, but a large tab-to-
stick gear ratio and a tab having a rather wide chord are 
required. These features increase the difficulty of 
preventing flutter. 

Because the stick-force gradients obtained with a 
spring tab on small air planes are undesirably low, the 
use of a bobweight in conj'inction with the spring tab has 
been proposed to obtain desirable stick-force gradients 
in steady maneuvers. Flight tests showed this arrangement 
to be unsatisfactory because of undue lightness of the 
stick forces for sudden or ra p id movements of the control 
stick. The reason for this undesirable control "feel" is 
that the elevator may be suddenly moved to large deflec-
tions bebause the aerodynamic hinge moments on the tab 
are small. After a certain time lag, the acceleration 
builds up and causes the bobweight moment to he felt by 
the pilot. These effects are discussed more fully in 
reference 2. The preceding considerations indicate that 
the geared spring tab may prove unsatisfactory on small 
airplanes. On large airplanes, for which sufficiently 
large stick forces result from the aerodynamic hinge 
moments on the tab, the geared spring tab should be 
satisfactory.

CONCLUSIONS 

An analysis of the characteristics of geared spring 
tabs for elevator control has led to the following con-
clusions: 

1. By means of a geared spring tab, it is theoreti-
cally possible to provide a value of stick-force gradient 
in maneuvers that does not vary with s peed, no matter 
what spring stiffness is used. If the geared spring tab 
is used in conjunction with an elevator that has zero 
variation of hinge moment with angle of attack, the force
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per g may be made independent of speed at any center-of-
gravity location. 

2. A geared spring tab may be designed to provide 
adequate ground control and small sensitivity of the 
control forces to slight changes in the hinge-moment 
parameters. The poor ground control associated with a 
servotab and the sensitivity of a conventional balance 
to small changes in hinge-moment parameters may therefore 
be avoided. 

3. The geared spring tab appears to be most suitable 
for application to large airplanes. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va.
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APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS 

W 

b 

S 

C 

I 

ST 

(dcL\ 

\. d a 4

we I gh t 

span 

wing area 

chord 

tail length 

tail area 

slope of lift curve of wing 

E	 downwash angle 

q	 dynamic pressure 

CL	 lift coefficient 

I	 elevator moment of Inertia 

àc,

variation of lift coefficient of tail with 
elevator angle.

- T	 elevator effectiveness factor (  
\\àC/àaT 

K1	 ratio of stick movement to elevator deflection, 
tab fixed; normally positive 

K2	 ratio of stick movement to tab deflection, 
elevator fixed; normally negative 

K3	 ratio of stick force to tab angle at zero 
airspeed, elevator fixed; normally positive
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K1 	 ratio of stick force to elevator angle at zero 
airspeed; elevator held in deflected pbsitlon 
by external means, tab deflection held at 
zero by application of required force at 
control stick; positive for balancing tab 

H	 hinge moment	 / 
hinge-moment coefficient 	

H 

\qb c2/ 

elevator deflection (positive down) 

tab deflection from elevator (positive down) 

xs	 stick deflection (positive forward) 
F	 stick force ( pull force positive) 
a angle of attack of wing 

UT angle of attack of tail 
P mass density of air 
n normal acceleration in g units 
g acceleration of gravity (2.2 ft/sec2) 

x distance between center of gravity and stick-
fixed neutral point in straight flight 
(positive when center of gravity is rearward)

A 
=	

dc 

 

^da%

l r 
(1	 T2 

Urn

- S I 
0e q T 

/dCh '
variation of elevator hinge-moment coefficient 

\ daT/	 with angle of attack of tail, measured with 
tf	 tab free 
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fdch\ 
)	 variation of elevator hinge-moment coefficient 

\	 with elevator angle, measured with tab free 

Subscripts: 

t	 tab 

e	 elevator 

T	 tail 

b	 value for equivalent balancing tab
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APPENDIX B 

EQUATIONS FOR ELEVATOR FORCES WITH (EARED SPRING. TAB 

The tab system considered is shown in figur.e 2. The 
mechanical characteristics of the linkage are completely 
determined when four constants are specified. These 
constants are defined by the following equations 

	

Ki ôe + K2 6t 	 (1) 

	

F = xc3o + K) ôe	 (2) 

Equation (2) applies when the airspeed is zero. The 
ratio between the tab deflection and the elevator deflec-

tion, stick fixed, equals -	 and the ratio between the 
K2 

tab deflection and the elevator deflection at zero air-
-Kt 

speed, stick free, equals -.. The ratio -	 is defined 
K3	 K3 

as the linkage ratio of an equivalent balancing tab. When 
the system is in equilibrium, the relations between stick 
force, elevator hinge moments, and tab hinge moments are 
given in terms of these constants by the expressions 

tHe - Tt 
KLL 

AF =

K1 - K2 J K3	 3) 
AF = 

t
- + K ^ K2	 3t	 e) j 

The changes in elevator and tab hInge moments for 
any type of maneuver are given by the equations 

(AaT6.Che 
	 "I'e	 ____ 

+	
+ Aote)qTbece2	

()



Wx 
-

àCLt 

be

- .i	 - 1) (7) 

Ch O 

K2	 beCe'
+ 

OCht 
K1	 btct2

K2K3 

OCht
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/____	 ____ 

t	 1 0 aT 	 6e	 66t) 

=	 +	 (5) 

In the present report, as in reference 1, the stick force 
required in a gradual pull-up is used as a criterion of 
the elevator-control characteristics. The stick force 
required in a pull-up, or any other maneuver, may be 
determined by substituting the apro priate values for AaT 
and Abe and solving equations (), (Li ), and (5) simul-

taneously. If the tab is assumed to have a negligible 
effect on the lift of the tail, the values of AaT 

and Abe in a gradual pull-up are 

	

/	 dc\	 . 71 - [l -
	 )	

g2 (n 
2

- 1) 

	

aT 

LC	
q 

daJ

(6) 

For convenience, the solution of these equations for 
an un,eared s pring tab (K = 0), which was derived in 

reference 1, is presented first. The force per g is 
given by 

WN

J{ 
rdCh 

K1 [(TI

àChPl	 r 

+	 + 

K2K3 
oaT	 t,/dCh e '\ 

OCht 	 I	 I\'5e/tf 

L 

1-

OCh e 

	

K2K3
èöe 	

--b 2 +
6C ht	

2' 
q e e 

	

qbC	
Jf 

-2) (8)
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where

-
da 

(
—
^,

 da 

)w 	

2 S

(9) 
Wx 

àCLq	 T2 
L —1 6e q.T 

//dhe\  
The terms I	 I	 and I	 J	 are the values \\ daTJ f	 \ dôJ 

	

he	 he 
of	 and	 that would be measured on the ele-

	

aaT	 àôe 
vator with the tab free and are given by the expressions 

aCl_, 6Ch. 

àam 064-(dCh 
e\	 ôCh ) 

daTj f	 aaT -

a o
(10) 

ach6Che 

(

dCh "	 he	 e	 t C'  
dôe,itf = à ôe -	 àCht 

aot 

The force per g for a geared spring tab, obtained 
by simultaneous solution of equations (3), (Lv), and (5), 
may he expressed by the same equation as Was derived for 
an ordinary spring tab (equation (H)), provided that 
certain substitutions are made for some of the parameters. 
These substituted values may be interpreted physically
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as the characteristics of the equivalent balancing tab 
previously defined. The complete equation is 

1	 dChe	 K2K3(1 I + B( he) + K2K3
	

11

"6 ) b
	 Tbece 

daTtht	 21	 d5 tf àCht	 211 q (Ki)b	 _____ 
ÔF	

-	 _gbtctJ	
-	 TbtctJ1 

"he"\ beCe2 
1 -

	 +6 	

K2K3 

6 Ch 

	

____	 Cht	 2 
(K1) b 	 b 2 tct 

where the quantities with the subscript b are defined 
in the following table:

Quantity Definition Physical 
significance 

Ratio between 

K1K2 stick travel and 
(Kl)h K il -

K3K1)
elevator deflec- 
tion for equiva-
lent balancing tab 

àCh 	 K4 6 Che - K4 6Ch, btCt2 

- aoe	 K3	 ao	 h e c e2 Value ofe/6 be (ache) 

öeb (ic2 ôCht htct2
for equivalent 
balancing tab 

68_bc2  

àChe 'e
Value of	 ôCh/oaT 

(àaT b 

) àCh t htct 2 - 

oaT	 K3	 OaT b®c 02
for equivalent 
balancing tab 

Value of	 OOhe/Oöt 
for equivalent 
balancing tab, 

OChe	 Kht b t c t 2 measured with tab 
link connected. 

66t Oôt	 - K3	 66t	 bece2 Physical signifi-
cance may be visu-
alized as effect 
of deflecting tab 

• as a trim tab by 
changing length 
of tab link

(11 
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The stick-force characteristics of an ordinary spring 
tab were discussed in reference 1. At very high speeds, 
the stick force per g normal acceleration was shown to 
approach the value obtained-with a .servotab and, at low 
speeds, the force per g was shown to approach the value 
obtained with the tab fixed. By similar reasoning, the 
stick-force gradient with a geared spring tab may be shown 
to approach that of a servotab at high speeds and to 
approach that obtained with the equivalent balancing tab 
at low speeds. By varying the gear ratio, the force per g 
at low speeds may be adjusted to any desired value without 
affecting the force per g at high speeds. In particular, 
the force per g at low speeds may be adjusted to the value 
obtained at high speeds. The stick-force gradient, in this 
case, is found to be independent of the speed. 

The conditions that must be satisfied in order to 
provide a force gradient independent of speed may be found 
from equation (11). The assumption is made that the 
ratio qT/q is independent of speed - a condition approxi-
mately true at maneuvering speeds. The force per g will 
be independent of speed if the ratio of the . terms in the 
numerator that contain qT to the terms in the denomi-
nator that contain qT is the same as the ratio of the 
remaining terms in the numerator to the remaining terms 
in the denominator. For one particular center-of-gravity 
location, this condition may always he satisfied by 
suitable choice of the gear ratio. If it is desired to 
provide a force gradient independent of speed at any 
center-of-gravity location, the following relations must 
be satisfied,

(Id
	 ' 'he \ 

T)tf	 (he 

	

fe	 2	 b	
(12) 

K2( -6,5- bece 
  'b 1-
àCht	 2 

(K 1) b àobtct
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Id-f%
ie" 

•d6 )f. 	 .'	 - (a Ch 

K2()
bece 2
	 .	

13) 

b 
-	 ôCh 

(K'	 --btCt2 \ --1j 

In practice, 
making he/T 

Equation (13) may 
ratio N4/K3 ti-ia 

force per g which

equation (12) can be satisfied only by 
and aCht/oaT very close to zero. 

then be used to determine the gear 
must be employed to provide a value of 

does not vary with speed. 

An example of the application of equation (13) to 
the airniane with the characteristics given in table I is 

presented. If the values for ( Kl) b , c:)	 and 

given in the preceding table are substituted in formula (13), 
the following relation is obtained: 

/d (. 
I ___ 

d5 tf 

( he	 K14 °ht btCt2\bec2 - K2— - 
K3 Ô6 hece2l 

K1(
K4K2\à0ht	 2

1 - K.3K1)tt

- àt K4 àCh ach t)c2 

6be -	 C3 t - K e beCe2

()4)2 àC 

à6 be 

btct2 

+	
c2	

(1)4) 
t ee 

All of the quantities are assumed to be known except the 
gear ratio KL/1'3. It will he noted that, because the 

quantities KL1 and K3 always occur as a ratio and 
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and K3 are both increased in the same ratio when the 
spring stiffness is increased, no limitation is placed 
on the spring stiffness. 

If an attempt is made to solve equation (14) explic-
itly for the gear ratio K4/K, a fifth-degree equation 
is obtained. This COmplication may he avoided, however, 
by solving equation (1)4) by a method of successive 
approximations. This process is applicable because a 
change in the value of K4/K3 has a marked effect on 
the value of the right-hand side of equation (14) and a 
relatively small effect on the value of the left-hand 
side. As a first approximation, the value of K)4/K	 is 
assumed to be zero where it occurs in the left-hand side 
of equation (14) and the equation (now a quadratic) is 
solved for K4/K3. This approximate value is substituted 
in the left-hand side of the equation, and the equation 
is again solved for K4/K5. The process converges very 
rapidly and this second ap proximation generally will be 
sufficiently accurate. 

If the values for the airplane and elevator charac-
teristics given in table I are substituted in equation (]J) 
and the values of K4/K on the left-hand side are 
assumed to equal zero, the following, equation is obtained 

-0.003	
= -0.003 

1 - (0.)45)(o.003)(3)4.o)(2.2)2 

(1.80)(0.005)(7.35)(0.8)2	

- 	
( 0) 

(7-35)(0.8)
2

 

K3	 (34.0)(2.2)2 

+
(7.35) (0.8) 

(K3)	 (34.0)(2.2)2 

This quadratic equation has the solutions: 

- = o.868 
K3

= 20.2 
K3

K)4 
- —(-0.003) 

K3
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Of these two solutions, only the smaller value is of 
practical interest. The larger value would result in 
excessive tab deflections that would cause the lift incre-
metit due to the tab, which, has been neglected in the 
present analysis, to reverse the direction of lift on the 

surface. If the value 4 = 0.868 is substituted in the 
K3 

left-hand side of equation (1L1.) and' the equation is again 
solved for K/K31

 the second a pproximation for the gear 
K) 

ratio is obtained as	 = 0.85. Further approximations 
K3 

do not change this value appreciably. 

The following criterion for determining approximately 
the minimum value of the string stiffness required for 
satisfactory ground control was given in reference 1: 

1 61T,e	
2 

- 
- 200 foot-pounds per foot per slug-foot 

For a geared s pring tab, the variation of elevator hinge 
moment with stick deflection when the elevator is held 
fixed is given by the formula 

- (icl)bK3

(Che	
qbc02  

Jb

àCht 
(K1)_Tbtct2 

- ___
(15). 

K2 K2 K22

If it is desired to satisfy the criterion at zero airspeed, 
the terms containing qrn may be neglected and the fol- 
lowing relation is obtained 

•
±	 = 200 
I ôXç

=

K2 I 

This expression may be used to solve for K, which 
determines the spring stiffness. For the example under 
consideration, 
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K
K2(200)I 

= 

=	 (-0.45)200)(1.5)	 - 

-i.8o[l - (O.85)(-O.5)] 

L	 i.8o	 J 

= 95.0 pounds per radian 

A value of K3 of 100 pounds per radian has been used 
in the examples of this paper. From the value of K4/K3 

determined previously, the value of 
T74 may be readily 

obtained.

19 
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TABLE I 

AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS 

1V, lb	 ......... 50,000 

S, sq	 ft	 .................... 1,000 

C, ft	 ...................... ii.i8 

1, ft	 ........................ 35 
CZ sq	 ft	 ..................... .	 200 

b e , ft 

C e, ft	 ...................... 2,2 

b	 , ft	 ......................... 7.35 

Ct, ft	 ...................... 0.8

/dCL\ .1 —) 	 per radian ..................5
\ daJ 

1 -	 .	 .............	 ........0.55
da 

I	 •	 ........................ 0.5 

Lrp
per radian 	 ......• ....... . . .	 1 . 7 

1.0 
q 

I, slug-rt2 ............ .........1.5 

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AER ONALJT I CS 
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TABLE II

CONTROL-SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

Conventional Ungeared Geared 
balance spring tab spring tab 

(fig.	 3(a)) (fig.	 3(o)) (fig.	 3(c)) 

K1, ft per radian 2.18 1.80 1.80 

K2, ft per radian -0J4.5 -0J45 

K31 lb per radian- 100 100 

lb per radian 85 -

ôCh
per deg 0 0 0 

oaT 

o Ch
per deg -0.00058 -0.003 -0.003 

OChe 
--, per deg ------------ -0.003 
oot 

oclt
per deg 0 0 

OaT  

OCht
per deg 0 0 

Oop 

0
per deg - -0.005 -0.005

NATIONAL ADVISORY
C0iIITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
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Figure 1.-Mechanism for ordinary spring tab. 
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Figure 2.- Mechanism for geared spring tab.
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